This paper gives sufficient conditions to ensure secrecy property of cryptographic protocols that allow to share a session keys. Indeed, this paper proves that if within a protocol agents don't decease or increase the security level of components, then this protocol respect the secrecy property. This sufficient condition holds even we change our context of verification (message algebra, intruder capacities or cryptographic assumptions). To verify this condition we use the notion of interpretation functions. An interpretation function is a safe way allowing an agent to appropriately estimate the security level of message components that he receives so that he can handle them correctly.
INTRODUCTION
The verification of cryptographic protocols is paramount, since they are used to make secure our communications and transactions. However, the verification of the security of cryptographic protocols is undecidable in general (see (Comon and Shmatikov, 2002; Comon-Lundh and Cortier, 2003a) ). Therefore, researchers have proposed a large variety of methods and tools that can help to find attacks or to prove the security for some classes of these protocols. A general survey of the most used approaches related to the verification of cryptographic protocols could be found in (Boreale and Gorla, 2002; Meadows, 2003; Sabelfeld and Myers, 2003) .
Due to the complexity of the problem, almost of all the existing approaches try to simplify it by making some restrictions on cryptographic primitives like the perfect encryption assumption. However, protocols may contain flaws outside the considered assumptions. For example, in (Paulson, 1997) , L. Paulson has proven that the Bull protocol preserves secret using an intruder model that does not take into account any algebraic property of cryptographic primitives. However, he proved that attacks are possible on this protocol if some algebraic properties of exponentiation or ⊕ are considered. Since then, many researchers (Chevalier et al., 2003; Comon-Lundh and Cortier, 2003b; Goubault-Larrecq, 2005; Jacquemard et al., 2000; Abadi and Cortier, 2006; Shmatikov, 2004; Turuani, 2003) , have been trying to study the problem of the security of the cryptographic protocols under equational theories (sets of the algebraic properties).
In (Houmani and Mejri, 2007a; Houmani and Mejri, 2007b; Houmani and Mejri, 2008) , we gathered assumptions, restrictions and algebraic properties that can be made on cryptographic protocols on what we called a context of verification. More specifically, a context of verification is basically the specification of messages algebra and the capacities of the intruder (including set of equational theories). This representation allowed us to give sufficient conditions that are independent from specific context of verification (specific class of messages, a specific capacity of the intruder, or specific class of equational theories) and that guarantee the secrecy property of any protocol that respect them. Intuitively, these sufficient conditions state that agents should not decrease the security level of message components when they send them over the network. Protocols that respect this condition were called Increasing Protocols.
However, if the analyzed protocol use a temporary key (session key), we will not be able to prove that it respects the secrecy property even if it is the case. This is due to the fact that the sufficient conditions verify wether agents decrease the security level of a message without caring about the exact values of these security levels. Suppose for instance that an agent has received the message {k} k ab , hence from that message we can safely approximate the security level of k by saying that it is less than the security level of k ab . However, to send a message {α} k over the network, it is not sufficient to know a lower bound for the security level of k. but we need an upper bound also and ideally if we know the exact value of this security level so that we can know wether α is correctly protected when sent inside {α} k . Therefore, to ensure that a protocol does not leak secret information, we need to ensure that each agent protects the components that he send according to their security types (public key cannot protect secret information for example). More precisely, it is sufficient to restrict each agent so that he does not decrease or increase the security levels of sent components to guarantee the secrecy property of a protocol. Protocols that respect this condition are called, in this paper, Coherent Protocols.
However, we need first to find a way allowing to safely communicate the security level of each component send over the network. In fact, an agent cannot appropriately protect a component (especially for received and previously unknown components) if he is not able to deduce his security level. For this purpose, we use what we call interpretation function. The role of this function is to allow each agent involved in the protocol to deduce in a safe way the security level of each received component. Once the interpretation function is defined, it will be enough to restrict each agent so that he does not decrease or increase the security levels of sent components to guarantee that the protocol is correct with respect to the secrecy property.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the definition of a context of verification. Also, it gives the definition of some basic words used within this paper. Section 3 gives a formal definition for the secrecy property. Section 4 introduces the proposed conditions and proves that they are sufficient to ensure the secrecy property of cryptographic protocols. Section 5 shows how to put in practice these conditions with a concrete example. Finally, section 6 provides some concluding remarks.
BASIC DEFINITIONS
Basically, this section gives the definition of a context of verification already introduced in (Houmani and Mejri, 2007b; Houmani and Mejri, 2007a) . Also, it gives the definition of a set of messages and the definition of the intruder capacities.
Context of Verification.
Parameters like the structure of messages exchanged during the protocol, the intruder capacities or the algebraic properties of cryptographic primitives, could affect the class of protocols that could be analyzed by an approach. We found therefore interesting to gather them in what we called a context of verification. A context of verification can have the following form
, · , where:
• The Names N is the set of names (nounce, keys, etc). For instance, let N 0 be the set of names given by the the following BNF grammar:
• The Signature Σ contains all function symbols (encryption and pair symbol for example). For instance, let Σ 0 be the signature defined as follows:
As usual we write x, y instead of writing pair(x, y).
• The Equational Theory E is the equational theory that represents the algebraic properties of the function symbols (commutativity of the pair symbol for example). For instance, Let E 0 be the equational theory that contains the following equations:
• The Intruder Knowledge K is the set of initial knowledge of the intruder. For instance, let K 0 be the set of knowledge of intruder that contains shared keys k ia , k ib , etc, a public key k i , a private key k −1 i , and a infinite set of fresh values as sessions keys, nonces, and timestimps .
• The Lattice of Security L ⊒ is a lattice that contains security levels (types). For example the poset ({classi f ied, secret, topSecret}, ⊑) where classi f ied ⊑ secret ⊑ topSecret can define a simple lattice of security. Another interesting security lattice is the one defined by the powerset of agents identities i.e 2 I . Within this lattice the security level of a component is the set of identities of agents allowed to know the value of this component. In the sequel, we denote this powerset lattice by L ⊆ 0 .
• The Typed Environment · is a partial function that assigns to atomic messages their real security levels (types). This allows us to know the security level of components initially known by each agent. For instance, let · 0 be a typed environment that assigns to a message α the set of identities of agents that could know α. For example,
Messages. Given a context of verification C , a set of messages M can be defined (this definition is inspired from (Abadi and Cortier, 2006) .) by the following BNF grammar:
Notice that the set of messages involved in the verification context will be denoted, in that follows, by M , and the set A (M) denotes the set of atomic components (nonces, keys and principal identifiers) in M.
Intruder. Given a context of verification
and a set of message M that represents the information available to an intruder, the message m can be deduced by the intruder from M in the context C and we write M |= C m if m can be obtained by using these rules: Protocol. Basically, a protocol is specified by a sequence of communication steps given in the standard notation. More precisely a protocol p has to respect the following BNF grammar:
The statement i : A → B : m denotes the transmission of a message m from the principal A to the principal B in the step i. Let p 0 be a variant of the Woo and Lam (Woo and Lam, 1994 ) authentication protocol. This variant, given by Table 2 , aims to distribute a new key that will be shared between two agents A and B. 
In this paper, we denote by [ [ p ] ] all valid traces (executions) of a protocol p. Also, we denote by R G (p) the role-based specification (Debbabi et al., 1997; Houmani and Mejri, 2007b ) of p which is a set of generalized roles. A generalized role is a protocol abstraction, where the emphasis is put on a particular principal and where all the unknown messages are replaced by variables. A session identifier i is added as an exponent to each fresh message to reflect the fact that these components change their values from one run to another. Basically, a generalized role reflects how a particular agent perceives the exchanged messages. For instance, the role-based specification of the protocol described in Table 2 , R G (P), Table 3 ). A 1
.3, S → I(A) : {U, B,V } k as

SECRECY PROPERTY
Intuitively, a protocol keeps a component m secret, if it has not a valid trace that decrease the security level of m. More precisely, the formal definition of the secrecy property given hereafter states that the intruder cannot learn from any valid trace more than what he is eligible to know. We suppose that if an agent (including the intruder) knows a message with a security level τ, then he is also eligible to know all messages having security level lower than τ 1 .
Definition 1 (Secrecy Property). Let p be a protocol
and 
where ⊒ is the order involved from the security lattice given in C and the notation K ⊒ α is an abbreviation of: ∃β ∈ K · β ⊒ α . Notice that this abbreviation will be used throughout the rest of this paper.
MAIN RESULT
Now, it is time to give the sufficient conditions allowing to guarantee the correctness of a cryptographic protocol with respect to the secrecy property. Informally, these conditions state that honest agents should never decrease or increase the security level of any atomic message. However, to reach this goal, principals involved in the protocol need a "safe" way allowing them to compute the security level of a component received within message during the protocol execution. By a "safe" way, we mean that the computed security level can neve be mislead by the intruder. To this end, we introduce what we call a safe interpretation function allowing to safely compute the security level of components send and received with messages. Formally: 
Definition 2 (Safe Interpretation Function). Let
1 Notice that it is always possible to define a security lattice that reflects our needs and which is coherent with this hypothesis.
F is C -full-invariant by substitutions, i.e: for all
where Γ is the set of possible substitution form X to close messages in M . 3. F is C -full-invariant by intruder, i.e:
, · 0 be the context of verification, where its elements are those given as example in section 2. As an example of a safe interpretation function, is the function F 0 that attributes to message a security level according to the keys that encrypt it and agents identities that are neighbors to it. For instance,
This function is called the DEKAN function and it is proved in (Houmani and Mejri, 2007a ) to be C 0 -safe.
The sufficient conditions that states that agents of a protocols should not decrease or increase the security level of messages when they send them over the network, can be formalized as follows:
be a verification context, F a C -interpretation function and p a protocol. The protocol p is said to be F-coherent if:
where r + is a set containing the messages sent during the last step of r and r − contains the set of messages received by the honest agent in r. Now, the main theorem could be formalized as follows:
Theorem 4. Let p be a protocol, C a verification context and F a C -interpretation function . If F is C -safe and p is F-coherent, then p is C -correct with respect to the secrecy property.
Proof.
The proof is almost similar to the ones in (Houmani and Mejri, 2007a) .The intuition behind our proof is as follows: Since the protocols is F-coherent and F full-invariant by substitution, then the valid traces of the protocol, which are the interleaving of substituted generalized roles of the protocol, are also Fcoherent. This means that all the sent messages are encrypted with keys having an appropriate level of security. Furthermore, since F is invariant by intruder manipulation, then it follows that the intruder can never deduce, from appropriately protected messages, an inappropriately protected component. Hence, the intruder can never learn from the protocol what he is not eligible to know.
CASES STUDY
According to the theorem 4, the first step of verification is to define a safe interpretation function. To that end, we consider the DEKAN function F 0 which is a safe interpretation function (see (Houmani and Mejri, 2007a) ), that selects the direct encrypting keys and neighbors of a message and after that interprets the selected elements to deduce the security level of that message. For instance, we have:
By using the DEKAN safe interpretation function F 0 and the theorem 4, we will try to prove that p (the version of Woo and Lam protocol given by Table 2) is C 0 -correct with respect to the secrecy property. To this end, we need only to prove that the protocol is F 0 -increasing, i.e., for each generalized role r in Table 3 , we have:
For the role A 1 G , since A = ⊥ and F 0 is well-defined
For the role A 2 G , since:
G is F 0 -coherent. Indeed, we have:
For the role B 1 G , since:
For the role B 2 G , since: Therefore, this protocol is F 0 -coherent and so C 0 -correct with respect the secrecy property.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have extended the result obtained in our previous works (Houmani and Mejri, 2007a; Houmani and Mejri, 2007b; Houmani and Mejri, 2008) , to deal with protocols that use temporary keys (also called session keys). The main idea is that agents always include implicitly or explicitly within the messages the exact security levels of components so that this information can never be manipulated by an intruder.
According the main result of this paper, the first step of the verification of secrecy property is to find a safe interpretation function and this is the delicate part of the approach. That is why, we have proposed in (Houmani and Mejri, 2007a; Houmani and Mejri, 2007b; Houmani and Mejri, 2008) some guidelines allowing to define some examples of such functions. As a future work, we would like to extend this guideline to give more safe interpretation functions and so to handle more cryptographic protocols.
